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What membership in the Friends of the Columbia Libraries has meant to me. C. Waller Barrett. X 1:11–13 N ’60
Frost, Corinne C. John Dewey’s letters to Corinne Chisholm Frost. IX 2:34–36 F ’60
Frost, Corinne C.
A note on the Dewey-Frost correspondence. James Gutmann. IX 2:32–33 F ’60
Frost, Robert
Recollections of Robert Frost. Mark Van Doren. XII 3:3–6 M ’63
Fukuda, Bisen. Photograph of four scrolls presented to East Asian Library. illus. IX 3:37 M ’60
Gallico, Paul. One writer’s working methods. XX 1:18–23 N ’70
Garrick, David
David Garrick’s bookplate. illus. XX 1:45 N ’70
Gerard, John. Engraving of “Laced, or bearded grapes” from John Gerard’s The Herball, or General Historie of Plantes (1597). illus. XX 1:35 N ’70
Gide, André
Photograph of André Gide and Justin O’Brien taken on January 27, 1951. illus. XIX 1:34 N ’69
Gildersleeve, Virginia C.
Letter to Dean Virginia C. Gildersleeve, 28 February 1945, from Franklin D. Roosevelt. illus. XIV 1:29 N ’64
Portrait by Harold Brett, 1955. illus. XV 2:46 F ’66
Gilkes, Lillian and Joan H. Baum. Stephen Crane's last novel: The O'Ruddy. VI 2:41-48 F '57

Gilkey, Arthur K.
A living memorial to Arthur Karr Gilkey (1926–1953). Francis O'Leary. IV 2:9-10 F '55


Ginsberg, Allen
Allen Ginsberg and Jack Kerouac, Columbia undergraduates. Ann Charters. XX 1:10-17 N '70

Gold, Neil N. The Olcott Papers, a new source on New York State banking history. XI 1:19-24 N '61

Golding, Arthur
Editor's comment on the Golding manuscript [A morall fabletalke]. Dallas Pratt. IX 1:24-25 N '59

Goldsmith, Oliver. Title-page of Oliver Goldsmith's The Traveller (1770). illus. XIX 3:53 M '70

Goodrich, L. Carrington. China's acquaintance with the West. V 1:5-17 N '55
Chinese oracle bones. VIII 3:11-14 M '59
jt. auth. see Carter, Thomas Francis

Goudy, Frederic W.
My life with Goudy. Alice G. Lochhead. I 2:2-10 F '52

Grabhorn Press

Grandjean, Philippe. Working drawing by Philippe Grandjean of type faces from André Jammes's La Réforme de la Typographie Royale sous Louis XIV. illus. XII 1:26 N '62

Grenville, George
Oil portrait of the Right Honorable George Grenville by Sir Joshua Reynolds. illus. XII 2:33 F '63

Griesbach, Elsie. The art of the French bookbinder. IV 1:19-27 N '54

Grolier Club
The Grolier Club tour of Italy. Richard Brown Baker. XII 1:12-20 N '62

Gruliow, Leo. Lenin and Lewis Corey (Louis Fraina). VIII 2:12-15 F '59
Kenneth A. Lohf and Eugene P. Sheehy

Guiragossian, Diana. Voltaire Jottings. XIV 2:11-17 F '65

Gumby, L. S. Alexander. The adventures of my scrapbooks. II 1:19-23 N '52

Gutenberg, Johann


Hadas, Moses. What attracts classical scholars to a university? IX 3:29-32 M '60

Halsband, Robert. Alexander Pope at Columbia. XIV 1:13-18 N '64
  Jonathan Swift and Swiftiana at Columbia. XVI 3:19-23 M '67

Hamilton, Alexander
  Miniature portrait of Hamilton, 1780, by Charles Willson Peale. illus. XIII 2:44 F '64
  A restoration problem at Hamilton Grange. James G. Van Derpool. IV 2:11-23 F '55

Hamlin, Sarah
  Sarah Hamlin's letter about the assassination of Lincoln. H. Draper Hunt. XII 3:24-28 M '63

Hamlin, Talbot F., jt. auth. see Finch, James Kip

Harding, Dorothy Sturgis. Mark Twain lands an angel-fish. XVI 2:3-12 F '67

Hargreaves, Mrs. Reginald Pleasance
  Alice at Columbia. XV 1:36-37 N '65

Harriman, Averell and Marie
  Photograph of Averell and Marie Harriman on a campaign swing in November, 1954. illus. XVIII 2:38 F '69

Hathway, Alan. The Pulitzer Prizes: National Reporting Awards. VI 3:18-19 M '57

Hauser, Nancy. Arthur O'Shaughnessy and the doomed circle. XVIII 2:16-24 F '69
Twenty-Year Index

Hawes, Gene R. That patrician publisher on Morningside Heights. XIV 1:3–12 N ‘64

Heckscher, August. Activities of the Friends; a message from the Chairman. V 1:37–38 N ’55
The enjoyment of types. I 2:11–16 F ’52

Herbert, John R. The Pulitzer Prizes: International Reporting Awards. VI 3:20–23 M ’57

Him, George. Illustration for George Bernard Shaw’s Two Plays for Puritans. illus. XVI 2:37 F ’67

Hoffman, Daniel G. An unwritten life of Stephen Crane. II 2:12–16 F ’53

“To Madame Curie: One gram of radium.” XI 2:36–39 F ’62

Homer, Winslow. Drawings of the watch tower at the corner of Spring and Varick Streets in New York, printed in Harper's Weekly, February 28, 1874. illus. XVI 1:38 N ’66

Hoover, Merle M. The organizing committee and its activities. I 1:6–8 Fall ’51

HOVER, MERLE M.
In memoriam: Merle M. Hoover. XI 1:50 N ’61

Hopkins, Vivian C. The most famous student in Columbia’s first class—De Witt Clinton. IX 3:8–13 M ’60

HORATIUS FLACCUS
Woodcut of Julius Caesar from the first illustrated edition of Horace’s Opera (1498). illus. XX 3:56 M ’71

Hornbooks
Examples from the Columbia collection. illus. X 2:28, 30 F ’61

Hosack, David

Housman, Alfred Edward
Housman through the eyes of others. Kenneth A. Lohf. XIII 1:20–26 N ’63

Howells, William Dean
Niagara Revisited. Clara M. Kirk. VII 2:5–12 F ’58

Kenneth A. Lohf and Eugene P. Sheehy

Hunt, H. Draper. Sarah Hamlin's letter about the assassination of Lincoln. XII 3:24-28 M '63

Hyde, Donald F.

Hyde, Mary C. A history of library friends and the Phoenix story of Columbia. XX 3:3-15 M '71
Two distinguished Dr. Johnsons. X 3:3-10 M '61

Hytier, Jean P. The notebooks of Champfleury. IV 1:20-33 N '54 (Translated by Richard T. Arndt)

Imaginary Voyages
Early space-travellers. Marjorie H. Nicolson. IX 1:9-15 N '59

International Affairs Library
An amalgam maker in a new field. Luther H. Evans. XIII 3:3-7 M '64

International Upper Mantle Project
Columbia Libraries and the Upper Mantle. Sandra N. Ward and Ellis Mount. XVII 3:13-23 M '68

Irving, Washington
Alma mater to “Geoffrey Craven.” Andrew B. Myers. IX 2:28-31 F '60
Title-page of T. Wilkes's A General View of the Stage with Irving's autograph. illus. X 3:30 M '61
Washington Irving's Moorish manuscript; a Columbia rediscovery. Andrew B. Myers. VIII 1:22-29 N '58

Islamic Manuscripts
Islamic manuscripts in the Columbia Libraries. A. Süheyıl Ünver. VIII 3:31-55 M '59
Shi'ah prayers, 1831 A.D. illus. X 1:34 N '60

Jammes, André
Working drawing by Philippe Grandjean of type faces from André Jammes's La Réforme de la Typographie Royale sous Louis XIV. illus. XII 1:26 N '62

Japan—Allied Occupation
Japan revisited: A vignette of World War II. Faubion Bowers. XIII 1:3-9 N '63
Jay, John
Holograph copy of King’s College bill of fare, illus. III 3:8 M ’54
The John Jay Papers: An open letter to all friends of Columbia University. Roland Baughman. VI 1:3–6 N ’56
Letter to Robert Morris, August 23, 1777, illus. X 2:44 F ’61
The new John Jay acquisitions. Richard B. Morris and Eli Faber. XIX 3:40–46 M ’70
Portrait attributed to Robert Edge Pine. illus. XI 2:2 F ’62
Putting the John Jay Papers to work. Richard B. Morris. IX 3:3–7 M ’60

John, Augustus.

Johnson, Robert Underwood

Johnson, Samuel (1696–1772)
Title-page of Elementa Philosophica, 1752. illus. III 1:14 N ’53

Johnson, Samuel (1709–1784).
Letter to William Samuel Johnson, 4 March 1773. X 3:11 M ’61

Johnson, Samuel (1709–1784)
Two distinguished Dr. Johnsons. Mary C. Hyde. X 3:3–10 M ’61

Johnson, William Samuel
Ink stand owned by William Samuel Johnson. illus. XVII 3:25 M ’68
Letter to William Samuel Johnson from Samuel Johnson, 4 March 1773. X 3:11 M ’61
Two distinguished Dr. Johnsons. Mary C. Hyde. X 3:3–10 M ’61

Johnston, Enos M.
Photograph with Richard H. Logsdon. illus. VII 3:8 M ’58

Jones, Bassett
The Northwest Passage. Dallas Pratt. XIX 3:14–29 M ’70

Jones, Thomas S.
Spirits, poets and poetry in the Thomas S. Jones Collection. II 3:16–20 M ’53

Joyce, James
They said “Yes” to the Twenties. Chester G. Anderson. XVII 1:17–26 N ’67
Kenneth A. Lofb and Eugene P. Sheehy

Justinian (Agostino Giustiniani)
An unpublished English translation of Justinian’s life of Columbus.
Joseph L. Blau. XIII 3:8-20 M ’64

Juta, Jan. Portrait in shadow: D. H. Lawrence. XVIII 3:3-16 M ’69

Katz, Joseph. Stephen Crane: Muckraker. XVII 2:3-7 F ’68

Kelly, Hugh J. In memoriam: Frank Diehl Fackenthal. XVIII 1:41-42 N ’68

Kemble, Frances Anne
“Her Grace,” Fanny Kemble. Andrew B. Myers. XVII 1:3-16 N ’67
Miss Kemble’s keys. Andrew B. Myers. XI 1:3-17 N ’61

Kemp, Erle P.

Kennedy, Raymond F. “Yankee Doodle”: An early version. XV 3:25-29 M ’66

Kennington, Eric. Cartoon of T. E. Lawrence. illus. XVI 3:36 M ’67

Kent, Rockwell. Colophon page in Voltaire’s Candide, Random House, 1928, illustrated by Rockwell Kent. illus. XX 1:43 N ’70

Kerouac, Jack
Allen Ginsberg and Jack Kerouac, Columbia undergraduates. Ann Charters. XX 1:10-17 N ’70
Drawing of Jack Kerouac, 1956, by Robert La Vigne. illus. XIX 3:48 M ’70

Kibre, Pearl. The University of Paris and the Stationarii in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. IV 1:13-18 N ’54

Kilroe Collection
Saint Tammany and the Tammany Society. Alice H. Bonnell. IV 2:24-31 F ’55

King, Willard V.
Photograph. illus. VI 2:49 F ’57

King’s College Room
The King’s College Room. Edmund A. Prentis. X 2:37-43 F ’61

Kinney, Elizabeth Dodge
An American in Florence meets the Brownings, 1854-1855. Lewis Leary. XII 3:7-16 M ’63
Kipling, Rudyard. A copy in Kipling's hand of his poem "Recessional." illus. XIX 1:28 N '69

Kirk, Clara M. Niagara Revisited. VII 2:5-12 F '58

Kirk, Grayson. Foreword: In appreciation of the Friends. XI 2:3-4 F '62
The fortieth anniversary of the Pulitzer Prizes. VI 3:4 M '57
University libraries are part of the nation's strength. I 1:5 Fall '51

Kleinfield, H. L. The tutelage of a young American: Brander Matthews in Europe, 1866. XIII 2:34-42 F '64

Klopfer, Donald
Random House; or fun and profit in the search for excellence. William B. Liebmann. XX 2:3-15 F '71

Klyman, Julius. The Pulitzer Prizes: Photography Awards. VI 3:28-30 M '57

Koo, V. K. Wellington
Photograph of V. K. Wellington Koo with Richard H. L. Libris Universitatis Columbiae. illus. XIII 1:38 N '63

Laclos, Choderlos de. Title-page from the second part of Les Liaisons Dangereuses. illus. IX 1:37 N '59

Lactantius, Lucius. The first text page in Lactantius's Opera (1470). illus. XX 2:34 F '71

Lada-Mocarski, Polly and Laura S. Young. Rare books and manuscripts; their care, preservation and restoration. III 3:29-30 M '54

Lada-Mocarski, Valerien. The discovery of the Bering Strait. VII 1:25-35 N '57

Lamont, Corliss. A reminiscence of John Masefield. XIX 1:14-17 N '69

Lane, Alfred H. Ex libris Universitatis Columbiae. III 2:4-7 F '54

Langlois, Walter G. Malraux, 1941-42: Under the Nazi shadow in Southern France. XX 1:24-31 N '70

Latimore, Sarah Briggs. Building the Arthur Rackham Collection. VI 1:17-24 N '56

Laurencin, Marie. Lithograph illustrating the story "Mr. and Mrs. Dove" from Katherine Mansfield's The Garden Party (1939). illus. XX 2:46 F '71

La Vigne, Robert. Drawing of Jack Kerouac, 1956. illus. XIX 3:48 M '70
Law Library
The Editor visits the Law Library. Dallas Pratt. II 3:26–29 M '53

Lawrence, David Herbert
Calligraphic manuscript by Margaret Adams of D. H. Lawrence’s poem, “Humming-bird,” with illuminations by C. Harry Adams. illus. XIX 3:61 M ’70
D. H. Lawrence and the “Q.B.” in Sardinia. Paul R. Palmer. XVIII 1:3–9 N ’68

Lawrence, T. E.
Cartoon by Eric Kennington. illus. XVI 3:36 M ’67
Portrait by Augustus John. illus. XVI 3:35 M ’67

Leary, Lewis. An American in Florence meets the Brownings, 1854–1855. XII 3:7–16 M ’63
Knickerbocker literature in the Benjamin collections. IX 2:22–27 F ’60
Miss Octavia’s autograph album and Edgar Allan Poe. XVII 2:8–15 F ’68
Mark Twain at Barnard College. X 3:12–17 M ’61
see also Crane, Hart

Leavenworth, Conan. Letters from the field: The Civil War at first hand. XIII 2:3–15 F ’64


Lehman, Herbert H.
A friendship: Pro Bono Publico. William B. Liebmann. XVIII 1:10–15 N ’68


Lenin, Vladimir Il’ich
Lenin and Lewis Corey (Louis Fraina). Leo Gruliow. VIII 2:12–15 F ’59

Lenygon, Francis Henry
The Francis Henry Lenygon memorial room. James G. Van Derpool. VII 3:40–46 M ’58

Lerner, Edward W. Richard Wagner’s apostle to America—Anton Seidl. VIII 2:24–32 F ’59

Lespinasse, Julie de
D’Alembert or Mlle de Lespinasse: A case of mistaken identity. John N. Pappas. XIX 1:3–13 N ’69
Libraries, University
University libraries are indispensable. Carl M. White. I 2:17–21 F ’52
University libraries are part of the nation’s strength. Grayson Kirk.
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Libris Polaris Collection
The Northwest Passage. Dallas Pratt. XIX 3:14–29 M ’70

Liddell, Alice
Alice at Columbia. XV 1:36–37 N ’65

Liebmann, William B.
Austin Strong—playwright, artist, seaman. XIX 2:13–24 F ’70
A friendship: Pro Bono Publico. XVIII 1:10–15 N ’68
Random House; or fun and profit in the search for excellence. XX 2:3–15 F ’71

Lincoln, Abraham.
Letter to Park Benjamin, November 19, 1860. illus. IX 2:25 F ’60

Lincoln, Abraham
Sarah Hamlin’s letter about the assassination of Lincoln. H. Draper
Hunt. XII 3:24–28 M ’63

Linton, Howard P.
Korean type. III 1:33–35 N ’53
The University’s source of knowledge about China; six centuries of
books. V 1:19–25 N ’55

Literary Research
The significance of literary papers. Jacques Barzun. IX 2:13–17 F ’60

Lochhead, Alice G.
My life with Goudy. I 2:2-10 F ’52

Lockwood, Lee see Castro, Fidel

Lodge (Gonzalez) Collection
What attracts classical scholars to a university? Moses Hadas. IX 3:29–32 M ’60

Logsdon, Richard H.
Donald Frizell Hyde, April 17, 1909–February 5, 1966. XV 2:54 F ’66
The Engel gifts. IV 1:34 N ’54
The John Jay Papers. VII 1:37 N ’57
Keeping a research library up to date. XI 3:19–28 M ’62
A librarian in Afghanistan. IX 1:3–8 N ’59
Meet Columbia’s supervising librarians! V 3:11–23 M ’56
Preface by the librarians: Perspective. III 1:2–4 N ’53

Logsdon, Richard H.
The Editor visits the Director of Libraries. Dallas Pratt. IV 2:37–39 F ’55
Lohf, Kenneth A. The Arthur Rackham Centenary. XVII 2:43–45 F ’68
Gutenberg’s Book of Revelation: A gift. XVIII 2:25–28 F ’69
Housman through the eyes of others. XIII 1:20–26 N ’63
The Master [Michael Wolgemut] and his “Treasury,” A gift from the
Mary Flagler Cary Charitable Trust. XX 2:24–33 F ’71
Our growing collections. (A continuing series of articles appearing in
each issue and containing a record of gifts)
Spoon River and after. XIV 2:5–10 F ’65

LONGWELL, DANIEL
XIX 3:3–13 M ’70

Loos, Melvin. Timothy Cole—master engraver. XIX 2:25–39 F ’70

Loos, Melvin
In memoriam: Melvin Loos. Dallas Pratt and Charles W. Mixer. XX
2:48–49 F ’71

LOW MEMORIAL LIBRARY
Further enhancement of public areas in Low Memorial Library: [The
Twombly-Burden Room and the Faculty Room] XIII 3:33–35 M ’64

McAleer, Helen E. A family portrait of “U. D.” X 3:19–35 M ’61

Macdonald, Hugh. Visions of a Persian star-gazer. XVIII 1:16–23 N ’68

MacDowell, Edward A.
“MacDowell is our man.” Thomas T. Watkins. XIX 1:18–25 N ’69

McGill, Ralph. The Pulitzer Prizes: Editorial Awards. VI 3:23–24 M ’57

McKitrick, Eric. General Buell’s version of Shiloh. X 2:3–5 F ’61

Mackley, George. Wood engraving from George Mackley’s Engraved in
Wood (1968). illus. XVIII 2:44 F ’69

MacNeice, Louis. Page containing Louis MacNeice’s notations for Euripi-
des’s play “Hippolytus.” illus. XIX 1:37 N ’69

Macy, Mrs. George
Dr. Mardersteig honored at Columbia. XVIII 2:46–47 F ’69

Mahoney, John L. Dr. Johnson at work: Observations on a Columbia rare
book. X 1:20–23 N ’60

Malraux, André
Malraux, 1941–42: Under the Nazi shadow in Southern France. Walter
G. Langlois. XX 1:24–31 N ’70
Mangravite, Peppino G. The art of the war poster—an index of American taste. VI 2:12–20 F ’57
Dante through three artists’ eyes. XV 1:17–27 N ’65

MANHATTAN ISLAND
Prototype view, ca. 1650. illus. VI 2:29 F ’57

MANUSCRIPTS—SPAIN
First page of a manuscript Spanish Evangeliary of the 16th century. illus. XX 3:47 M ’71

Maps
Bering’s route. VII 1:29, 34 N ’57 (Erratum VII 3:56 M ’58)
The Cassini planisphere of 1696. Alexander O. Vietor. VIII 1:8–13 N ’58
(Erratum VIII 2:46 F ’59)
From sea-serpents to science: The Editor visits the Historical Map Collection. Dallas Pratt. VIII 1:3–7 N ’58
Inflated rubber relief map of the world. illus. VIII 1:20 N ’58
J. Oliva’s portolan manuscript chart of the western Mediterranean, c. 1590. illus. VIII 1:5 N ’58
Tartary, from Ortelius’s Theatrum Orbis Terrarum. illus. V 1:18 N ’55
We read maps. Rhodes W. Fairbridge. VIII 1:14–21 N ’58
Woodcut map of the Western Hemisphere from Gregorius Reisch’s Margarita Filosofica (1599). illus. XVIII 2:33 F ’69

MARDERSTEIG, GIOVANNI
Dr. Mardersteig honored at Columbia. XVIII 2:46–47 F ’69

MARLBOROUGH, SARAH CHURCHILL, DUCHESS OF
The Duchess speaks her mind. Dallas Pratt. XIV 3:26–42 M ’65

MARQUIS, DON
Don Marquis revisited. Edward Anthony. XII 2:3–12 F ’63

MASEFIELD, JOHN
Charcoal portrait of John Masefield by Samuel J. Woolf, 1936. illus. XX 1:39 N ’70
Drawings by John Masefield’s children for his unpublished short story in booklet form, “The Treasure Hunters.” illus. XVIII 3:46 M ’69
A reminiscence of John Masefield. Corliss Lamont. XIX 1:14–17 N ’69

MASTERS, EDGAR LEE
Spoon River and after. Kenneth A. Lohf. XIV 2:5–10 F ’65

MATTHEWS, BRANDER
Kenneth A. Lohf and Eugene P. Sheehy

Matthews, Brander
The tutelage of a young American: Brander Matthews in Europe, 1866. H. L. Kleinfield. XIII 2:34–42 F ’64

Mayor’s Court Papers

Mechanics and Farmers’ Bank of Albany
The Olcott Papers, a new source on New York State banking history. Neil N. Gold. XI 1:19–24 N ’61

Medical Library
The Editor visits the Medical Library. Dallas Pratt. II 1:28–30 N ’52

Medina, Harold R. In litteris libertas. VII 3:2–13 M ’58

Meloney, Marie Mattingly
The Marie Curie correspondence with Marie Mattingly Meloney. Edith H. Quimby. XI 2:14–29 F ’62
“Missy” Meloney. Helen Rogers Reid. XI 2:31–34 F ’62


Miner, Dwight C. Doctor Cooper departs. I 3:4–11 M ’52

Mixer, Charles W., jt. auth. see Pratt, Dallas

Mixer, Charles W.

Moers, Ellen. New light on Dreiser in the 1890’s. XV 3:10–24 M ’66

Morris, Gouveneur

A master spy’s espionage collection. XV 1:3–8 N ’65
The new John Jay acquisitions. XIX 3:40–46 M ’70
Putting the John Jay Papers to work. IX 3:3–7 M ’60
The Salzer Collection of Mayor’s Court Papers. VII 3:14–20 M ’58

Mosely, Philip E. Columbia’s dynamic archive of Russian history and culture. VII 2:32–36 F ’58
Columbia’s new treasure-house of Russian history. II 2:17–21 F ’53
Twenty-Year Index

Morz, Lloyd. Exploring stars and books. IX 1:16-23 N '59

Mount, Ellis, jt. auth., see Ward, Sandra N.

Mozart, Wolfgang A. Page from original score of *Cosi Fan Tutte*. illus. VII 3:23 M '58

Mudge, Isadore G. "A spot of brightness." IX 3:14-20 M '60

Mudge, Isadore G.
"God Almighty hates a quitter." Austin P. Evans. II 1:13-18 N '52

Music, Primitive
I search for ancient music. Laura Boulton. XII 2:13-22 F '63

Myers, Andrew B. Alma mater to "Geoffrey Crayon." IX 2:28-31 F '60
"Her Grace," Fanny Kemble. XVII 1:3-16 N '67
Miss Kemble's keys. XI 1:3-17 N '61
Washington Irving's first academic laurels. XIV 3:21-25 M '65
Washington Irving's Moorish manuscript; a Columbia rediscovery. VIII 1:22-29 N '58

Myers, Denys Peter. The recently discovered diaries of Isaiah Rogers. XVI 1:25-31 N '66

Nash, Ogden. Reminiscences of Dan Longwell, from Doubleday to Life. XIX 3:3-13 M '70

Negroes
The adventures of my scrapbooks. L. S. Alexander Gumby. II 1:19-23 N '52


Nevins, Allan
Allan Nevins at eighty. Louis M. Starr. XX 1:3-9 N '70

New York City. Mayor's Court
The Salzer Collection of Mayor's Court Papers. Richard B. Morris. VII 3:14-20 M '58

Newton, Sir Isaac. The three mysterious fires: Commentary on Monte-Snyders's alchemy. XX 3:23-26 M '71

Newton, Sir Isaac
Newton the alchemist? Samuel Devons. XX 3:16-22 M '71

Nicolson, Marjorie H. Early space-travellers. IX 1:9-15 N '59
Kenneth A. Lohf and Eugene P. Sheehy

Nightingale, Florence
Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell on Florence Nightingale. Thomas P. Fleming. VI 1:37-43 N '56

Northwest Passage
The Northwest Passage. Dallas Pratt. XIX 3:14-29 M '70

Norton, W. Warder
Norton’s ingredients for success. Howard P. Wilson. XVIII 2:3-15 F '69

Norvins, Jehan. Binding by Jehan Norvins for Suetonius’s Duodecim Caesares. illus. XVII 2:41 F '68

O’Brien, Justin. Photograph of André Gide and Justin O’Brien taken on January 27, 1951. illus. XIX 1:34 N '69

Olcott, Thomas Worth
The Olcott Papers, a new source on New York State banking history. Neil N. Gold. XI 1:19-24 N '61

Olcott Collection of Ancient Coins
The Olcott Collection of Ancient Coins. Coleman H. Benedict. VIII 3:4-10 M ’59 (Erratum IX 1:48 N ’59)


Oracle Bones see Chinese Oracle Bones

Oral History Research Office
History in the deep-freeze: The story of Columbia’s Oral History Project. Dean Albertson. II 2:2-11 F ’53

O’Shaughnessy, Arthur
Arthur O’Shaughnessy and the doomed circle. Nancy Hauser. XVIII 2:16-24 F ’69

Ostraca
Coptic ostraca. A. Arthur Schiller. VIII 3:24-27 M ’59

Palmer, Paul R. D. H. Lawrence and the “Q.B.” in Sardinia. XVIII 1:3-9 N ’68

Pandit, Vijaya Lakshmi. Madame Pandit speaks about Columbia’s international role. IV 1:5-8 N ’54

Twenty-Year Index

Pappas, John N. D’Alembert or Mlle de Lespinasse: A case of mistaken identity. XIX 1:3–13 N’69

Papyrus Collection
Coptic papyri. A. Arthur Schiller. VIII 3:21–23 M’59
Papyrus preservation and discovery at Columbia. Lawrence I. Feinberg. XVIII 3:31–38 M’69

Paris
Plate from Description des festes donnée par la ville de Paris (1740). illus. XIV 2:40–41 F’65

Paris, Université
The University of Paris and the Stationarii in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Pearl Kibre. IV 1:13–18 N’54

Parrish, Maxfield
Some early posters of Maxfield Parrish. Sarah Faunce. XVII 1:27–33 N’67

Parsons, Coleman O. Scott’s sixpenny public. XVI 2:13–21 F’67

Parsons, William Barclay

Parsons Print Collection

Paterno Library
Concerning the Italian collection. Louis Paolucci. VII 3:34–39 M’58

Payne, John Howard
John Howard Payne: Friend of the Cherokees. Thurman Wilkins. XII 1:3–11 N’62

Payne, Roger. A binding by Roger Payne on a copy of Aristophanes’s comedies, in Greek (1538). illus. XIII 3:36 M’64

Peale, Charles Willson. Miniature portrait of Alexander Hamilton, 1780. illus. XIII 2:44 F’64

Peter I, The Great
The discovery of the Bering Strait. Valerien Lada-Mocarski. VII 1:25–35 N’57
Kenneth A. Lohf and Eugene P. Sheehy

Picasso, Pablo. Illustrations for Balzac's *Le Chef d'Oeuvre Inconnu*. illus. X 1:28 N '60


Pizarro, Francisco. Signature of Francisco Pizarro. illus. XVI 3:25 M '67

Placzek, Adolf K. Foreword [to American architecture issue]. XVI 1:3-4 N '66
The Frank Lloyd Wright Collection of Sullivan drawings. XIV 3:43-45 M '65

Plimpton, Francis T. P. The Plimpton Library. X 2:25-36 F '61
The wide-ranging collector: George Arthur Plimpton. X 1:3-10 N '60

Plimpton, George Arthur
The wide-ranging collector: George Arthur Plimpton. Francis T. P. Plimpton. X 1:3-10 N '60

Plimpton Collection
Cuneiform tablets. Isaac Mendelsohn. VIII 3:28-30 M '59
What attracts classical scholars to a university? Moses Hadas. IX 3:29-32 M '60

Poe, Edgar Allan
Miss Octavia's autograph album and Edgar Allan Poe. Lewis Leary. XVII 2:8-15 F '68

Polo, Marco
Frontispiece portrait from the *Voyages*, 1477. illus. IX 3:2 M '60

Pope, Alexander
Alexander Pope at Columbia. Robert Halsband. XIV 1:13-18 N '64

Porada, Edith. The oldest inscribed works of art in the Columbia collections. XIII 2:25-33 F '64

Posters
The art of the war poster—an index of American taste. Peppino G. Mangravite. VI 2:12-20 F '57
War posters: The artifacts of behavior. William W. Cumming. VI 2:3-11 F '57
Pratt, Dallas. Books as living memorials. III 2:1–3 F ’54
Burning the books. II 3:1 M ’53
“Can these bones live?” VIII 3:3 M ’59
The Duchess speaks her mind. XIV 3:26–42 M ’65
The Editor learns how librarians are made. III 2:28–30 F ’54
The Editor visits Burgess Library. II 2:29–31 F ’53
The Editor visits Columbiana. I 3:26–29 M ’52
The Editor visits Special Collections. I 2:28–31 F ’52
The Editor visits the Brander Matthews Dramatic Museum. V 2:17–21 F ’55
The Editor visits the Director of Libraries. IV 2:37–39 F ’55
The Editor visits the East Asiatic Library. III 1:29–32 N ’53
The Editor visits the Law Library. II 3:26–29 M ’53
The Editor visits the Medical Library. II 1:28–30 N ’52
Editor’s comment on the Golding manuscript [A morall fabletalke]. IX 1:24–25 N ’59
Friendship without a price tag. I 2:1 F ’52
From sea-serpents to science: The Editor visits the Historical Map Collection. VIII 1:3–7 N ’58
General Buell’s letter about the Battle of Shiloh. XI 1:49 N ’61
History-makers on the campus. II 2:1 F ’53
A library is people. II 1:1 N ’52
Marco Polo, Mr. Gladstone, and other Buddhas. V 1:3 N ’55
Moncrieffe’s stockings. I 3:3 M ’52
The Northwest Passage. XIX 3:14–29 M ’70
Personalities in the Columns: The first decade. XI 2:5–13 F ’62
A physician of old New York. VI 1:25–30 N ’56
The pursuit of freedom. VI 1:3 N ’54
Records of a friendship. VII 1:3 N ’57
The typography of the Columns. IX 3:42–43 M ’60
The vanishing art of railway travel. VII 2:3 F ’58
The vicissitudes of books. III 3:1 M ’54
“The war upset everybody.” XX 2:16–23 F ’71
Windows to the East. VIII 2:3 F ’59
—and Charles W. Mixer. In memoriam: Melvin Loos. XX 2:48–49 F ’71
see also Wells, Henry W.

Prentis, Edmund A. The King’s College Room. X 2:37–43 F ’61
Price, Cecil. The Columbia manuscript of The School for Scandal. XI 1:25–29 N ’61
Price, Miles O.
38 Kenneth A. Lohf and Eugene P. Sheehy

Printing—Korea
The discovery in “The monastery of the Buddha land.” Gari K. Led- 
yard. XVI 3:3–9 M ’67

Puehler, Christoph. Woodcut from Christoph Puehler’s book on practical 
geometry (1563). illus. XVII 2:29 F ’68

Pulitzer, Joseph, Jr. The fortieth anniversary of the Pulitzer Prizes. VI 3:3 
M ’57

Pulitzer Prize Awards
[Pulitzer Prize issue.] VI 3:1–46 M ’57
Pulitzer Prizes in Letters. [A listing of the winners of the Fiction, 

Quackenbush, Robert M. Woodcut for James Fenimore Cooper’s The Pilot 
(1968). illus. XVIII 2:36 F ’69

Quimby, Edith H. The Marie Curie correspondence with Marie Mattingly 
Meloney. XI 2:14–29 F ’62

Rackham, Arthur
Arthur Rackham. Martin Birnbaum. VI 1:8–16 N ’56
The Arthur Rackham Centenary. Kenneth A. Lohf. XVII 2:43–45 F ’68
Arthur Rackham’s paint box. illus. XVII 3:26 M ’68
Building the Arthur Rackham Collection. Sarah B. Latimore. VI 1:17– 
24 N ’56
Design for a witch’s costume. illus. IX 2:39 F ’60
Drawing for “Jack and the Beanstalk.” illus. V 3:26 M ’56
“Try to look like a witch!” Barbara Edwards. XVII 3:3–7 M ’68

Racz, Andre. An etching entitled “Jonah.” illus. XVIII 3:48 M ’69
An etching of mother with child for Gabriel Mistral’s Poemas de las 
Madres. illus. XX 3:50 M ’71

Raditsa, Nina Ferrero. Notes on the papers of Guglielmo Ferrero. XII 
1:21–25 N ’62

Railroads
The Parsons transportation prints. James Kip Finch and Talbot F. 
Hamlin. VII 2:13–24 F ’58
Railway material in the Columbia Libraries. Ernest W. Williams, Jr. 
VII 2:25–31 F ’58 (Erratum VII 3:56 M ’58)
The vanishing art of railway travel. [Dallas Pratt] VII 2:3 F ’58
Twenty-Year Index

Ramer, James D. The new Engineering Library: A picture section. XI 2:40-44 F '62

Random House.
Colophon page in Voltaire's Candide published by Random House in 1928 and illustrated by Rockwell Kent. illus. XX I:43 N '70
Random House; or fun and profit in the search for excellence. William B. Liebmann. XX 2:3-15 F '71

Rank, Otto
The Otto Rank Collection, and its relation to Freud and psychoanalysis. Jessie Taft. VII 1:18-23 N '57

Rauschenberg, Robert
Dante through three artists' eyes. Peppino G. Mangravite. XV I:17-27 N '65

Rebay, Luciano, tr. see Da Ponte, Lorenzo

Reference Department
"A spot of brightness." Isadore G. Mudge. IX 3:14-20 M '60

Reid, Helen Rogers. "Missy" Meloney. XI 2:31-34 F '62

Reisch, Gregorius. Woodcut map of the Western Hemisphere from Reisch's Margarita Filosofica (1599). illus. XVIII 2:33 F '69

Revere, Paul. 1777 bond, with Paul Revere plate revisions. illus. XII 2:35 F '63

Reynolds, Sir Joshua. Oil portrait of the Right Honorable George Grenville. illus. XII 2:33 F '63

Ridgely, J. V. Whitman, Emerson and friend. X 1:15-19 N '60

Robinson, Jethro. The Hart Crane Collection. IV 2:3-7 F '55

Rogers, Isaiah
The recently discovered diaries of Isaiah Rogers. Denys Peter Myers. XVI 1:25-31 N '66

Roosevelt, Franklin D. Letter to Dean Virginia C. Gildersleeve, 28 February 1945. illus. XIV 1:29 N '64

Roosevelt, Franklin D.
Signed photograph of President Roosevelt with the United States Delegation to the United Nations in March, 1945. illus. XIV 1:33 N '64

Rosario, Rubén del. The letter "H" from ABC de Puerto Rico (1968). illus. XX 1:32 N '70
Kenneth A. Lohf and Eugene P. Sheehy
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ROSS, JOHN
John Howard Payne: Friend of the Cherokees. Thurman Wilkins. XII 1:3-11 N '62

RUEFF, JACOB
The role of the midwife: A sixteenth century obstetric text. Harold Speert. XVIII 3:17-30 M '69

RUSSIA—HISTORY—SOURCES
New tools for the study of Soviet Russia. Alexander Dallin. VIII 2:16-23 F '59

RUSSIAN AND EAST EUROPEAN ARCHIVE
Columbia's dynamic archive of Russian history and culture. Philip E. Mosely. VII 2:32-36 F '58
Columbia's new treasure-house of Russian history. Philip E. Mosely. II 2:17-21 F '53

Saffron, Morris H. A famous fifteenth century pilgrimage to the Holy Land. XIX 2:3-12 F '70

SALZER, BENJAMIN
The Salzer Collection of Mayor's Court Papers. Richard B. Morris. VII 3:14-20 M '58

Samuels, Jack Harris
In memoriam: Jack Harris Samuels. XVI 1:47 N '66

SANTAYANA, GEORGE
The "George Santayana Collection." Daniel Cory. V 2:23-25 F '56

SAVONAROLA, HIERONYMUS
Woodcut depicting Savonarola in his study, from Libro della Semplicità (1496). illus. XX 1:47 N '70

SCHATZBEHALTER DER WAHREN REICHTUMER DES HEILS
The Master [Michael Wolgemut] and his "Treasury;" A gift from the Mary Flagler Cary Charitable Trust. Kenneth A. Lohf. XX 2:24-33 F '71

SCHERMAN, HARRY
Photograph of Harry Scherman in the yard of his home in Bernardsville, New Jersey. illus. XVI 3:30 M '67

Schiller, A. Arthur. Coptic ostraca. VIII 3:24-27 M '59
Coptic papyri. VIII 3:21-23 M '59
Twenty-Year Index

**School of Library Service Library**

The Editor learns how librarians are made. Dallas Pratt. III 2:28–30 F ’54

**Scott, Sir Walter**

Scott’s sixpenny public. Coleman O. Parsons. XVI 2:13–21 F ’67

**Seidl, Anton**


**Shakespeare, William**

Title-page of the Third Folio, 1663. illus. X 1:36 N ’60

**Shank, Russell**


**Sheridan, Richard Brinsley**

The Columbia manuscript of *The School for Scandal*. Cecil Price. XI 1:25–29 N ’61

**Shiloh, Battle of**


General Buell’s letter about the Battle of Shiloh. Dallas Pratt. XI 1:49 N ’61

General Buell’s version of Shiloh. Eric McKitrick. X 2:3–5 F ’61


**Shotoku, Empress of Japan**


**Smith, David Eugene**

A family portrait of “U.D.” Helen E. McAleer. X 3:19–35 M ’61


**Smith (David Eugene) Collection**


Smith, Milton. Epitaph for Brander Matthews. V 2:13–16 F ’55
Kenneth A. Lohf and Eugene P. Sheehy

Somerville, Randolph
Capturing the passing show: Columbia’s resources for theatrical research. Henry W. Wells. IX 3: 21-28 M ’60

Special Collections Division
Columbia’s “Special Collections”: Its history and a glance ahead. Roland Baughman. XIV 2: 18-25 F ’65
The Editor visits Special Collections. Dallas Pratt. I 2: 28-31 F ’52
We use our Special Collections. Helene G. Baer. IV 3: 36-40 M ’55

Speert, Harold. The role of the midwife: A sixteenth century obstetric text. XVIII 3: 17-30 M ’69

Stanhope, Hester Lucy, Lady

Starr, Louis M. Allan Nevins at eighty. XX 1: 3-9 N ’70

Steffan, Peter
The Master [Michael Wolgemut] and his “Treasury;” A gift from the Mary Flagler Cary Charitable Trust. Kenneth A. Lohf. XX 2: 24-33 F ’71

Stein, Gertrude. Opening page of A Village (1928), showing one of the lithographs by Elie Lascaux. illus. XX 3: 53 M ’71

Steinbeck, John. Title-page from Dutch underground edition of The Moon is Down. illus. VIII 3: 36 M ’59

Stettheimer, Florine. Sketch by Florine Stettheimer of a costume for a “major-domo eccentric dancer.” illus. XVII 1: 40 N ’67

Stevenson, Robert Louis. A mock trial. XVII 2: 21-26 F ’68

Stevenson, Robert Louis
A literary joke by R. L. S.: Interpretation and commentary. Louis L. Cornell. XVII 2: 16-20 F ’68

Stoeffler, Joannes. Woodcuts of the twelve months from Joannes Stoeffler’s Calendarium Romanum Magnum (1518). illus. XIX 1: 38-39 N ’69

Storm, Colton. The friendly libraries: [The William Wilson Papers at the University of Michigan.] II 3: 2-7 M ’53

Stothard, Thomas. Oil sketch of Lady Macbeth in the sleep-walking scene. illus. XVI 2: 34 F ’67

Stoudt, John Joseph. A neglected genius of colonial Pennsylvania. XV 1: 9-16 N ’65
Strong, Austin
Austin Strong—playwright, artist, seaman. William B. Liebmann. XIX 2:13-24 F ’70

Stukeley, William. Watercolor painting of Enoch from William Stukeley’s manuscript, Historia Coelestis, or Designs of the Heavenly Constellations (1746). illus. XIII 1:46 N ’63

Al-Sufi, Abd-Al-Rahman
Visions of a Persian star-gazer. Hugh Macdonald. XVIII 1:16-23 N ’68

Sullivan, Louis Henry


Swezey, Kenneth M. Nikola Tesla at Columbia: Tesla-Johnson correspondence revives a famous association. XI 3:3-8 M ’62

Swift, Jonathan
Jonathan Swift and Swiftiana at Columbia. Robert Halsband. XVI 3:19-23 M ’67

Syrett, Harold C. Hamilton Papers in the Columbia Libraries. VI 2:21-25 F ’57

Taft, Jessie. The Otto Rank Collection, and its relation to Freud and psychoanalysis. VII 1:18-23 N ’57

Tammany Society
Saint Tammany and the Tammany Society. Alice H. Bonnell. IV 2:24-31 F ’55

Tanaka, Mitsuo
Photograph with Grayson Kirk and Ryusaku Tsunoda. illus. VII 3:53 M ’58

Terry, Altha E.

Tesla, Nikola
Photograph of Nikola Tesla demonstrating an experiment in his laboratory for Mark Twain and Joseph Jefferson. illus. XVIII 3:40 M ’69
THEATER—HISTORY—SOURCES
Capturing the passing show: Columbia’s resources for theatrical research. Henry W. Wells. IX 3:21–28 M ’60

Thomas, William. Plan and elevation of a hunting seat from William Thomas’s Original designs in architecture (1783). illus. XIV 3:57 M ’65

Thorburn, Archibald. Illustration for William Beebe’s Monograph of the Pheasants. illus. XV 1:47 N ’65

Tod, George. Plate from George Tod’s Plans, Elevations and Sections of Hot-houses, Green-houses . . . (1807). illus. XII 1:33 N ’62

Tong, Te-Kong. From the Empress Dowager to Columbia: A benefaction. XVI 2:22–30 F ’67
The tortoise shell which set off a mighty chain reaction. XVI 3:10–18 M ’67

TRANSPORTATION—HISTORY

Trautman, Ray L. Melvil Dewey and the ‘Wellesley half-dozen.’ III 2:9–13 F ’54

TRELAWNY, EDWARD JOHN

TYPE—WOODEN TYPE
Specimen of wooden types from William H. Page Wood Type Co. illus. X 3:44 M ’61

TUZU-HSI, EMPRESS DOWAGER OF CHINA
From the Empress Dowager to Columbia: A benefaction. Te-Kong Tong. XVI 2:22–30 F ’67

UNDERGROUND LITERATURE

UNITED STATES—CIVIL WAR
Civil War morale-building: Songs and pictorial envelopes. Patricia De Georges. XIX 3:30–39 M ’70
Letters from the field: The Civil War at first hand. Coman Leavenworth. XIII 2:3–15 F ’64
Twenty-Year Index

Universities—France
French universities and the pursuit of freedom. Pierre Donzelot. IV 1:9-12 N '54

Unterecker, John E. "... A piece of pure invention": A Hart Crane episode. XV 3:3-9 M '66

Untermeyer, Louis. The Pulitzer Prizes: Poetry Awards. VI 3:40-42 M '57

Ünver, A. Süheyl. Islamic manuscripts in the Columbia Libraries. VIII 3:31-35 M '59

Upper Mantle Project see International Upper Mantle Project


Valency, Maurice. The love song of Dante Alighieri. XIV 2:3-4 F '65
Page from Maurice Valency's own rehearsal copy of his adaptation of Jean Giraudoux's The Madwoman of Chaillot. illus. XVIII 2:40 F '69

Van Derpool, James G. Chance encounters at Avery. I 1:18-20 Fall '51
The Francis Henry Lenygon memorial room. VII 3:40-46 M '58
Manhattan cavalcade, 1625-1860. VI 2:26-40 F '57
A restoration problem at Hamilton Grange. IV 2:11-23 F '55

Van Derpool, James G.
Meet Columbia’s supervising librarians! Richard H. Logsdon. V 3:11-13 M '56

Van Doren, Mark. I found myself in a library. I 1:2-4 Fall '51
Recollections of Robert Frost. XII 3:3-6 M '63
Why I am presenting my papers to Columbia. IX 2:3-6 F '60

Van Doren, Mark
Mark Van Doren at work. Charles W. Everett. IX 2:18-21 F '60

Victor, Alexander O. The Cassini planisphere of 1696. VIII 1:8-13 N '58
(Erratum VIII 2:46 F '59)

Vincent of Beauvais

Voltaire, Francois Marie Arouet de
Voltaire jottings. Diana Guiragossian. XIV 2:11-17 F '65
WAGNER, RICHARD

WALD, LILLIAN D.
A friendship: Pro Bono Publico. William B. Liebmann. XVIII 1:10–15 N ’68

WALTON, OCTAVIA
Miss Octavia's autograph album and Edgar Allan Poe. XVII 2:8–15 F ’68


WASHINGTON, GEORGE
Washington's manuscript diaries for 1795 and 1798. Roland Baughman. IV 2:32–35 F ’55

Watkins, Thomas T. “MacDowell is our man.” XIX 1:18–25 N ’69

Webster, Jerome P. The story of a plastic surgery library. I 1:9–17 Fall ’51

WEBSTER LIBRARY OF PLASTIC SURGERY
The story of a plastic surgery library. Jerome P. Webster. I 1:9–17 Fall ’51

‘WELLESLEY HALF-DOZEN’

More reminiscences of the ‘Wellesley half-dozen.’ III 2:14–17 F ’54

Wells, Henry W. The Brander Matthews Dramatic Museum. XIII 1:27–32 N ’63

Capturing the passing show: Columbia’s resources for theatrical research. IX 3:21–28 M ’60

—and Dallas Pratt. Spirits, poets and poetry in the Thomas S. Jones Collection. II 2:16–20 M ’53

WEST, REBECCA
Crayon portrait by Elizabeth Bry. illus. XX 3:44 M ’71

Westervelt, Leonidas. Scenes from the play, Rally Round the Flag. illus. XV 1:45 N ’65

White, Carl M. Introduction [to the Columns]. I 1:1 Fall ’51

Preface by the librarians: the greatest gift of all. III 1:1–2 N ’53

University libraries are indispensable too. I 2:17–21 F ’52
Whitman, Walt
Whitman, Emerson and friend. J. V. Ridgely. X 1:15–19 N ’60


Wilcox, Darthula. Remember Diddie, Dumps and Tot? IV 3:3–13 M ’55


Williams, Ernest W., Jr. Railway material in the Columbia Libraries. VII 2:25–31 F ’58 (Erratum VII 3:56 M ’58)

Williamson, William L.
Meet Columbia’s supervising librarians! Richard H. Logsdon. V 3:18–19 M ’56

Wilson, Howard P. Norton’s ingredients for success. XVIII 2:3–15 F ’69

Wilson, William
The friendly libraries: [The William Wilson Papers at the University of Michigan.] Colton Storm. II 3:2–7 M ’53

Wilson, Woodrow. Letter from Woodrow Wilson to John Bates Clark, 26 August 1887. illus. XIV 1:27 N ’64

Wise, Thomas J.

Witchcraft
First page of a 17th century anti-witchcraft manuscript presented by Harry G. Friedman. illus. XI 1:45 N ’61

Wolfe, Thomas. Letter from Tom Wolfe to Melville Cane, 1929. illus. XIX 2:42 F ’70

Wolgemut, Michael
The Master and his “Treasury;” A gift from the Mary Flagler Cary Charitable Trust. Kenneth A. Lohf. XX 2:24–33 F ’71

Woodring, Carl R. Lord Byron’s widow, 1825. XIV 3:11–20 M ’65
New light on Byron, Trelawny, and Lady Hester Stanhope. XI 3:9–18 M ’62

Woolf, Samuel J. Charcoal portrait of John Masefield, 1936. illus. XX 1:39 N ’70
World War II
World War II French propaganda leaflet. illus. XVII 3:28 M ’68

Wouk, Herman. On being put under glass. V 3:3–9 M ’56

Wright, Frank Lloyd

Wyatt, Leo. Calligraphic engraving by Leo Wyatt. illus. XVI 1:36 N ’66

Yankee Doodle

Yeats, Jack B. Original pen and ink sketch by Jack B. Yeats in a letter written to John Masefield on July 18, 1911. illus. XIX 1:31 N ’69

Young, Laura S., jt. auth. see Lada-Mocarski, Polly

Type of illustration from De Caylus which inspired Josiah Wedgwood.